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INTRODUCTION

Center for Space Research University of Texas efforts under NASA Grant

No. NAG-1936 during the period from January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1993 were in the

following areas:

• GPS orbit accuracy assessments and efforts to improve the accuracy

• Analysis and effects of GPS receiver antenna phase center variation

Analysis of global GPS data being collected for the IGS campaign

Analysis of regional (south west Pacific) campaign data

A brief summary of each of the above activities is presented in the following•
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY

ANALYSIS OF GPS-35 (PRN05)

The launch of the GPS-35 satellite in August 1993 with laser reflectors and the subsequent

SLR tracking from a few ground stations has enhanced the analysts ability to assess the

accuracy of the GPS orbits and to identify and/or improve the GPS satellite force models.

Using November 18, 1993, as a test case due to tracking obtained by five Northern

Hemisphere SLR stations (none in Southern Hemisphere available yet), the difference

between an SLR-determined orbit and an orbit determined using double differenced phase

data from 25 stations of the IGS Network has been found to be at the meter level, with

most of the difference being in the along-track direction. For comparison, the orbit based

on double-differenced phase differs by 17 cm radial, 27 cm along-track and 21 cm cross-

track with the IGS-combined orbit. The next steps in this analysis will be: 1) computing

residuals of the SLR data based on various orbits determined from the IGS data and

reported by the IGS Analysis Centers, 2) processing other days and 3) processing days

with Southern Hemisphere data when they become available.

GPS FORCE MODEL ANALYSIS

Efforts to improve the GPS orbit accuracy have been focused on studies and improvements

of the non gravitational force models, since all evidence suggests that the gravitational force

models for GPS are adequate. In the non gravitational model, the common approach is to

adopt the ROCK4 model (Fliegel et al., 1992) or one of its variants and estimate a scale

parameter. However, this adjusted scale parameter combined with an estimated Y-bias

parameter, provide an adequate representation of the non gravitational forces. Although the

technique of introducing additional adjusted parameters in the form of empirical forces

improves the data fitting for short (1 day) and multi-day arcs (3 days) as described in the

1992 Progress report, it does not improve either orbit prediction accuracies or baseline

repeatability.

Given the large surface area of the satellite, it is important to know the precise attitude of

the satellite for the computation of the solar radiation pressure and the y-bias force. The

MSODP1 software assumes a sun-synchronous orientation which exposes the maximum

solar panel area to the sun; however, in reality the attitude may be offset during certain

times, such as exit from the Earth's shadow. Hence, a major part of the mismodeling of



the non gravitational forcescould be due to attitudemisalignment. To evaluate this

conjecture,theempirical forcesweremodeledwith a frequencyof onecycle perorbital
revolution(onceper rev), but a panel-fixedaxissystemwasusedin which constantand

periodictermswereestimatedin thissystem.Althoughthis alternateempiricalmodeldid

not produceanyappreciableimprovementin theorbit predictionor baselinerepeatability

using short arcs, significant improvements were obtained with long arcs. These

improvementsoccurredin both the datafit RMS and in the orbit prediction accuracy.

Theseresultsandother relatedexperimentssupportthe notionthat a major problem in
modelingthenongravitationalforcesmaybedueto GPSattitudemisalignmentandthis

investigationwill benefitfrom attemptsto obtainAir Forceagreementto bettercontrol the
spacecraftattitude. In thecomingyear, this investigationwill continueto examinenon

gravitational force modelingfor the purposeof improving orbit accuracy. Testsof the
modelswill beconductedusingavarietyof baselinevectors,rangingfrom afew hundred
kilometersto severalthousandkilometers.

As partof the tests of force modeling and other error sources that affect the long baseline

accuracy, six months of IGS data from 1993 have been processed to support these

analyses. As a consequence, the data sets now available at UT/CSR that have been

preprocessed are the 90-day set from the 1992 IGS-campaign and the first six months of

1993. The analysis of these data sets has included estimation of Earth rotation parameters,

which ar_e one measure of the accuracy of the IGS orbits and other parameters. Using the

nominal ROCK4 and Y-bias parameters with one day arcs, the difference between

estimated pole position from GPS and Lageos SLR is at the 0.5 mas level for the 1993

data. Analysis of the combined 1992 and 1993 data sets has enabled some long term

analyses, even though a data gap of 90 days exists where the data has not been

preprocessed (end of 1992). The data set has been used for the study of evolution of the

reference frame, including the geocenter variations. Nevertheless, this long term data set

has shown the existence of long term effects. In the coming year, the goal is to complete a

one year data set which will be used for both improving the satellite force models and to

evaluate the quality of orbit and observation modeling in achieving one part per billion

accuracy for baseline vectors.

The campaign data from the 1992 Southwest Pacific are being used as an additional means

of establishing orbit and baseline accuracy. This campaign is particularly useful in this

application because there are no usable SLR/VLBI sites in the area (the American Samoa

mark occupied by SLR in the early 1980s is unusable). The analysis of these data has



producedrepeatabilityat the few partsperbillion level in the horizontal components.

Furtheranalysisof theverticalcomponent,especiallythecontributionof boththeorbit and
the troposphere,will be examinedin the coming year. Results of part of the 1990

campaignwerepublishedby Schutzet al. (1993),but thenatureof the global tracking

networkfor 1990will limit theirutility in assessmentandimprovementtowardthepartper
billion level.

RECEIVERTESTS

The electricalphasecentersof thereceivedGPSsignalsontheL 1andL2 frequenciesdo

not coincide with a fixed point on the antenna. Testsby GSFCand JPL using either

anechoicchambersor similarcontrolledenvironmentshaveshowvariationsdependingon

theazimuthandelevationof thetransmittingantennawith respectto thereceivingantenna.

Thecombinedeffectof suchvariationson thelocationof the ionospheric-correctedphase

center(L3) is asmuchas2cm or morefor sometypesof antennas,hencethiseffect cannot

be ignored for baselineaccuraciesat the onepart perbillion level. Experimentaldata

consistingof the L1 andL2 phasecenteroffsets from a fixed, physical locationon the

antennashavebeenanalyzedusingtestdatafrom GSFC(SchupterandClark) andJPL

(Younget al.) for elevendifferentantennasand/ortests.For example,theL3 phasecenter
location of the Trimble SST antennashowsa constantoffset of about 18 mm with

amplitudevariationsup to 4 mm, dependingon theazimuthfor a fixed elevationof 60

degrees.Themeasuredamplitudesaredependentonelevation.Experiencehasshownthat
useof commonantennatypesin networkoperationsminimizethephasecentervariations.

Howeverwhenantennatypesaremixed,suchasRogueandTrimbIeantennas,the phase

centervariationsmayadverselyaffectbaselines.

The UT/CSR analysissoftwarehasbeenmodified to handle phasecenter variations

through a spherical harmonic representation. This approachhasbeen successfulin

modelingtheJPL-determinedRougeantennaphasecentervariations,however,adifferent

measurementstrategyhasbeenusedat GSFCusinga coarsertabularrepresentationthat

makesthe spherical harmonicapproximationmore complicated. In the near term, a

satisfactoryrepresentationof thetabulardatafor usein dataprocessingwill beinvestigated.

Selectedportionsof theSWPcampaigndatawill beusedto evaluatethe influenceof the

phasecentermodeling.



In addition, controlled testsof variousreceivershasbeenperformed in October and

November 1993. Data on short baselines(10 m) were collected with different

combinationsof Turbo-Rouge,Ashtechand Trimble receivers. Thesedataare being
analyzed.

FUTUREWORK

Continue analysisof empirical force modelingoptionsand the effects on baseline

accuracy.
SLRdataprocessingfor theGPS-35in orderto obtainamoredefinitiveestimateof the

computedGPSsatelliteorbit accuracy.

Implementation of the antennaphase center variations (as spherical harmonic

coefficientsorby otherappropriateways)in theroutinedataprocessing.

Analysisof geocentervariationovera longperiodbycontinuedprocessingof theIGS
data.

MEETINGPRESENTATIONSAND PUBLICATIONS

West Texas FLINN site: Comparisonof OMNI, GAMIT, and MSODP Baseline

solutions for the 1990 and 1992GPSFootprint Occupations,AGU Spring Meeting,
Baltimore,Maryland,May 24-28,1993(R.Gutierrez,C.R.Wilson,andB.E.Schutz).

GeodeticObservationsof ConvergenceandBack-arcSpreadingin the S.W.Pacific

(1988-1992), AGU Fall Meeting, San Francisco,California, December6-10, 1993

(M.Bevis, F.W.Taylor,B.E.Schutz,andS.Calmant).
Evaluation of GPS SatelliteOrbital Error andtheir Effect on GeodeticParameter

Solution,AGU Fall Meeting,SanFrancisco,California,December6-10, 1993(D.Kuang,
B.E.SchutzandP.A.M.Abusali).

An Efficient Algorithm for ProcessingAmbiguity Parametersof GPS Phase
Measurement,AGU Fall Meeting, SanFrancisco,California, December6-10, 1993

(H.J.Rim, B.E.Schutz,and B.D.Tapley).

The SouthwestPacificGPSProject:Geodeticresultsfrom Burst 1 of the 1990Field

Campaign,Bulletin Geodesique, Vol.67, No.4, 1993 (B.Schutz, M.Bevis, F.Taylor,

D.Kuang, P.Abusali, M.Watkins, J.Recy, B.Perin, and O.Peyroux).

CSR Results from IGS and Epoch-92, Proceedings of the 1993 IGS Workshop

, March 25-26, 1993, University of Berne, Switzerland (B.Schutz, P.Abusali and

M.Watkins).
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ABSTRACT: The Southwest Pacific GPS Project (SWP) is

using the Global Positioning System (GPS) to monitor

crustal motion across and within a plate boundary complex
between the Australian and Pacific plates. GPS field cam-

paigns were conducted in 1988, 1989 and 1990, to observe

networks of increasing size and complexity. The 1990 cam-

paign consisted of two periods, or "Bursts", and this paper

focuses on the analysis of data collected during the nine day
Burst I in July, 1990, a period in which GPS Selective Avail-

ability was activated. During Burst I, baselines that spanned

the Tonga Trench and the Lau Basin were observed, and only
one station (Espiritu Santo, Vanuatu) was located west of

Fiji in the network. The lengths of the baselines observed fall

mainly between 300 km and 1600 km, but some lines are a_

long as 3500 kin. A total of 78 station-days of field site data

and approximately 150 station-days of global fidueial data

were processed from predominantly codeless receivers. A

global fiducial network of 20 sites was used to provide orbit
control and accuracy assessment for the 13 available satel-

lites. The daily solutions for 45 baselines between 10 SWP

sites have an RMS scatter in the length of 24 mm plus 6 parts

per billion. This scatter provides an estimate of baseline pre-

cision for the Burst 1 "nominal solution." Experiments were

conducted to investigate a variety of possible effects on the

SWP Network baseline estimates, including the influence of

a reduced global fiduciai network for the purpose of assess-
ing the quality of results obtained in 1988 and 1989 in which

the fiducial network was smaller than in 1990. These exper-
iments produced results that agreed with the nominal solu-

tion at the level of the precision estimate. Furthermore,
estimates for selected baseIines in Australia, the Central

Pacific, North America and Europe, also measured by VLBI
and SLR, were used for an external accuracy evaluation. The

GPS and VLBI or SLR determinations of length agreed at a

level consistent with the nominal solution precision esti-
mate.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Southwest Pacific GPS Project (SWP) is using the Glo-

bal Positioning System (GPS) to monitor crustal motion

across and within a plate boundary complex between the

Australian and Pacific plates. In this region (Fig. 1) the rela-

tive plate motions are unusually rapid [Pelletier and Louat,

1989]. Two active subductioa zones of opposite polarity,
associated with the New Hebrides and Tonga Trenches, are

separated by a broad interare region, which includes the

North Fiji and Lau Basins, which are undergoing rapid, com-

plex and possibly diffuse deformation as discussed by Ham-
burger and Isacks [1988]. Because of the fortuitous location

of islands on both sides of both trenches, and within the

broad interarc region, it is possible to use the GPS satellites

to measure inter-island baselines that straddle many of the

major tectonic elements of the region (Fig. 2). By repeatedly
observing these baselines, the kinematics of plate conver-
gence, back-arc spreading and intra-arc strain can be
observed.

An international consortium (Table 1) has been formed to

carry out this program of measurements. The first SWP field

campaign was mounted in 1988, and observations were

obtained at four sites in the vicinity of the Tonga trench (at

the islands of Rarotonga,.Upolu in W. Samoa, Tongatapu

and Vava'u). Preliminary results for the 1988 campaign were

reported by Schutz et at. [1989a]. A larger campaign was

mounted in 1989; it extended from Rarotonga in the east to

New Caledonia in the west. An even larger regional cam-

paign was mounted in 1990 - the geometry is illustrated in
Figure 2. This GPS campaign, SWP-90, was divided into

two observation periods or "Bursts", each of about one week

duration. Roughly speaking, both sites in Fiji (Viti Levu and

Vanua Levu) and all sites to the east were observed during
Burst 1, and both sites in Fiji and all sites to the west in Burst

2. Actually, Espiritu Santo island was observed during both

bursts, and Futuna was observed only during Burst 2.
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Thepurposesofthispaperare1.)todescribetheanalysis
of the1990Burst1datasetand,2.)describetheresults
obtainedfromanalysesofthemajor error sources and their
implications for other campaigns in the Southwest Pacific.
The collective set of campaign .analyses will have geophysi-

cal implications. The scientific value ofa GPS survey imple-
mented for crustal motion studies tends to increase as time
passes and tectonic signals accumulate. But the historical

value of tt/ese surveys is assured only if each campaign, and
its analysis, are adequately documented. This is especially
true for campaigns mounted prior to 1992 because of the

rapid evolution of GPS receivers, the global tracking net-
work and analysis techniques. The second purpose is to
address the level of systematic error affecting the network

solutions, particularly the network solutions obtained prior
to 1990 when the global tracking system was farweaker than

it was in 1990. The results of the error analysis show that the
systematic errors in the baseline vectors exceed the formal

standard (random) errors. The analysis has produced a novel
approach to specifying eonficlence intervals on the relative
network geometry solutions.

2. ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

All software used in the analysis of the SWP-90 data has
been developed at the Center for Space Research (CSR) and
is .knowncollectively as TEXGAP (TEXas Gps Analysis

Progamm). The analysis process is divided into a prepro-
cessing component and a geodetic component. In the prepro-
cessing component, the data were reviewed and corrected

for cycle slips, erroneous points and general data anomalies.

In this process, the time tags of the phase measurements
were validated and/or corrected using the L1 C/A pseudo-
range, or ionosphere-free pseudo-range if the receiver oper-
ates with the P-code. Finally, explicit double-differenced,
ionospherieally corrected measurements were formed for

the geodetic processing stage.
The geodetic processing was performed using MSODP

(Multi-Satellite Orbit DeterminationProgram). In the gen-
end application of MSODP, the GPS epoch orbit elements
and selected nongravitational force model parameters (radi-

ation pressure scale and y-bias) were simultaneously esti-
mated with three-dimensional coordinates of the GPS
receiver network using the double-difference measurements

formed in the first stage. MSODP obtains the GPS ephemer-
ides through numerical integration of the satellite equations
of motion. Furthermore, MSODP has made extensive use of

satellite force models from its single satellite predecessor,
UTOPIA, which has been extensively compared against an
independent orbit and geodetic parameter estimation pro-
gram developed at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
known as GEODYN. Early comparisons were given by
Schutz et al. [1980] and current assessments have shown bet-

ter than centimeter level agreement using all force models
expected to be significant for TOPEX/POSEIDON [J. Ries,
personal communication, 199I]. Comparisons between

TABLE 1.

INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES PARTICIPATING IN THE
SW PACIFIC GPS PROJECT

Noah Carolina Slate University USA
Unive_lty of Texas at Austin USA
Unive_ity of Colorado USA
ORSTOM France & New Caledonia

Oxndl University USA
Institut Oeographlque National (ION) France
Natloml Geodetic Survey (NGS) USA

NASA Jet Propulsloe Laboratory (JPL) USA
University of New South Wales Australia
Ausualian Sta'vcying & Australia

Land lafo. Group (AUSLIG)
Army Survey Australia

Department of Surveying & Land Into. New Zealand

Department of Lands "and Survey Western Samoa

Ministry of Lands, Survey & Toega
Natural Resou_es

Survey Depamnent Cook Islands

Lands and Surv_ Branch Niue

Mineral Resumes Department Hji
Survey Department Fijl
Department of Land Surve_ Vanuatu
Department of Geology, Mine.,& Vanuatu

Rural Water Supply

Service Topographlque New Caledonia

GeographicalSurvey Institute (GSD Japan
Texas State l_t of Highway USA

& Public Tr'ansportatlott
Unive_ItyofNotthaghatrd ' - UK

Royal Greeawk:h Obu:rvatocy

Institut fur Angcwandte Camdasie(IFAG) Germany
Canadian Geodetlc Survey C.mmda

NorwegianGcodctlcSurvey Noeway
(Strum]rumvedO

DefenseMal_ng Agaao/(DMA) USA

MSODP and UTOPIA have shown millimeter agreement in
the models used for GPS analysis [H. Rim, personal commu-
nication, 1991]. UTOPIA has undergone extensive applica-
tion to high precision orbit determination of Lageos [for
example., Tapley et al., 1985] and Starlette [for example,
Schutz et ai., 1989b, and Chong et al., 1990] using Satellite
Laser Range (SIR) data. The TEXGAP softwareusessev-

eralcomputers, including VAX computers at the CSR and a

Cray YMPS/864 supereomputer at the University of Texas
System Center for High Performance Computing.

3. DATA

The SWP-90/Burst 1 was conducted from day 196 Ouly 15)
until day 204 (July 23) in 1990. Days 196-202, coinciding
with GPS Week 549, were the primary analysis period for
this paper. During this period, there were 13 active GPS sat-

ellites: PRN 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. This
active constellation consisted ofhoth Block-I satellites (3, 6,
9, 11, 12, 13) and the more recent Block-II satellites. Aside

from differences in spacecraft design characteristics, the
orbit inclinations are 63 degrees for Block-I and 55 deg_es



for Block-II. During the period of the SWP experiment,
Selective Availability (SA) was activated on the Block-II
satellites.

Trimble 4000SST ("codeless') dual frequency receivers
were used in the SWP Network at the sites listed in Table 2.

Four sites in the SWP Network have been occupied in 1988,
1989 and 1990. Two of the baselines associated with this

subnet, Rarotonga-Tongatapu and Rarotonga-Vava'u, will

provide the first GPS estimates of the rate of convergence

across the Tonga trench through comparison of the year to

year baseline results. The mean length of these lines is
approximately I550 kin.

All SWP Network sites are located on islands which con-

sist of volcaniclastic sediments and/or coral reef limestone

overlying volcanic rocks. At all but one site the geodetic

marker which serves as the reference point for repeat mea-

surements is a stainless steel pin which has been friction-fit-
ted and/or cemented into a hole drilled into bedrock. In most

eases this rock is either strongly indurated coral reef lime-
stone or hard volcanic rock. However, in the case of Raro-

tonga a suitable area of rock was not found and a site was

chosen on the airport grounds. The airport runway and apron

construction areas were originally excavated to a depth of

several meters and then filled with crushed coral and sand,

which subsequently was compacted.

Since Rarotonga is an important site for the establishment

of motion across the Tonga Trench, the SWP geodetic mon-

ument on the island has been monitored by the Cook Islands

Department of Survey since the first GPS measurements in

1988. A footprint system of four reference monuments was

established within 2 km of the primary GPS marker, which

has been periodically remeasured with a Geodimeter 14 on

the long lines and a Nikon ND20 on the short lines. The pri-
mary GPS marker is '*Bolt A". One of the footprint markers

is on the concrete airport taxiway (marker A RP) and a sec-

ond marker is set in concrete at the end of the runway
(marker PRM). Two additional sites are located in volcanic

rock outcrops on ridges approximately 150 m above the air-

port. The relative positions of the markers are shown in Fig.
3. Repeat measurements between the markers have been

made at approximately 12-18 month intervals since Novem-

ber 1988. The repeat measurements are given in Table 3,

which shows repeatability over the 1988-1990 period of bet-
ter than 15 mm (RMS). Since this observed scatter reflects

both site stability and instrumental errors, the measurements

in Table 3 can be regarded as an upper bound on the horizon-

tal instability of the site over the history of the GPS project.

In general, high quality data were collected at all SWP-90

Network sites during the 1990 campaign. The main problem

was an occasional cycle slip on the L2 carrier, which could

be readily fixed against the L1 carrier. Other, infrequent data
problems did occur, but no significant losses in data occurred

at any site. Data were collected at a 15 sec interval to aid the

cycie fixing process; however, the data were sampled to 30

sec after cycle fixing for compatibility with the fiducial net-
work. The Ashtech receiver at Wallis recorded data at a l0

Site

TABLE 2.

SWP-90/BURST 1 NETWORK SITES

Previous Occupations
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Rarolotaga (Cook Islands) 1988/1989

Upolu (W.Samoa) 1988/1989

Vava'u (Tonga) 1988/1989

Tc_gatapu (Tonga) 1988/1989

Niuatoputapu (Tonga)

Niue
I_akeba(Fiji)
Viti I.x-vu0etji) 1989
Vanua Levu _ji)
Espirltu Smato (V'anuatu) 1989

EsptrttuSmtotCapeLlslzzrn
Espkitu Santo/rasmalum
EsplrituSantodT,atard
Wallis(Ashtcchreceiver)

NOTE: All receive_ o_ with the Internal quarlz oscillator.

All receive_ were Tdmble 4000 $ST (except WaUis).

see interval, but the data were sampled to 30 sec. A total of

78 station-days of data were analyzed for this paper from the
SWP Network sites.

The fidueiai network consisted of the sites given in Table

4, formed from Cooperative International GPS Network

(CIGNET) sites (see, for example, the CSTG GPS Bulletin

for July-August, 1990), sites operated for campaign support
only 0abeled Campaign), and NASA/JPL sites. In most
cases, the sites in the fiducial network were located near

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) or Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR) sites. As evident from Table 4, the

fiducial network is dominated by receivers of the dual fre-

quency "codeless" type, namely, Minimac and Trimble units
which do not track the GPS P-Code. Most sites in the fidu-

cial network operated satisfactorily, but the TI and Trimble

receivers at Kokee Park, operated from a common antenna,

had intermittent problems. The CIGNET and Campaign site
data in the fiducial network were recorded at a 30 sec inter-

val, on the minute and half minute; however, the TI-4100
data were recorded at 0.92 sec before the minute and half

minute, thus requiring procedures for accommodating SA
when TI data were combined with data from other receivers.

The NASMJPL sites recorded data at 2 rain intervals, with

two sites (Tidbinbilla and Madrid) recording data at a time

offset by +5 sec from the exact 2 rain time mark, thus intro-

ducing an SA sensitivity, tn spite of these problems, most
receivers were synchronized at the millisecond level, and no

perceptible SA limitations were encountered, consistent

with the results of Rocken and Meertens [1991]. For the few

cases in which the Rogue receivers were not synchronized at

the millisecond level with the rest of the network, only Block

I satellites were used to avoid SA-induced problems. All sat-

ellites were used in the analysis from other sites. Approxi-
mately 150 station-days of data were processed from the

global fiducial network and most receivers were synchro-
nized at the 1 ms level.
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Figure 3. Locations of Rarotonga GPS Mark and Subsidiary Marks

Two receivers were operated at both Kokee Park and FL

Davis (McDonald Observatory) from a common antenna. In

the case of Koke¢ Park, the antenna was a Trimble; however,

the McDonald Observatory antenna was a TI Series 4000.

Tim Kokec Park operation was conducted as part of the

phase out of TI-4100 operations and the McDonald opera-

don was conducted as part of a West Texas GPS experiment

[C. Wilson, personal communication, 1990]. Analysis of
data from both sites was used in the Southwest Pacific data

prepmcessing to validate receiver time tags and analysis

techniques; however, only Trimble data were used from

these sites for SWP Network analysis.

TABI.,E&

RAROTONGA FOOTPRINT REPEAT MEASUREMENTS

Distance Mcasta'cmcnts (millimeters)

DATE AtoARP AtoManngoplko AtoTcn:cra AtoPRM

July 1988 146762
Nov. 1988 1314472 1370652
Mar.1989 146758 558291
Aug. 1989 146745 1314456 1370623 558305
Oct. 1989 146758 558288
Sep. 1990 1314457 1370627 558288

Mean 146756 1314462 1370634 558293
Standard Error 7 9 16 8

A mfezs to"Bolt A", the marker used for GPS _mcnts in 1988,1989
and 1990.



TABLE 4.

FIDUCIAL NETWORK SITES (GPS WEEK 549)

SITE RECEIVER REF. OSCILLATOR

Mojave, CA Minimac 2816AT Hydrogen maser
Wesfford, MA Minimac 2816AT Hydrogen maser
Rk.ham_, FL Minimac 2816AT Hydrogen maser
Weuzell, Germany Minlmac 2816AT Hydrogen maser
Tmlmba. Japan Minimac 2816AT Hydrogen maser

Tasmania Minimac 2816AT Hydrogen maser
Kokec Park. HI Trimble 40(X)SST Hydrogen maser

Kokee Park. HI TI- 4100 Hydrogen maser
Wellington, NZ Tdmble 4000SST Cesium

Yellowknlfe, NWT TI- 4100 Ce_ium

Omala, Sweden T1-4100 Hydrogen maser
Tzomso, Norway T1-4100 Cesium
Om0cal. Australia Trimbl¢ 4000SST Qua_z

Kwajalein Tdmble 4000SST Quartz

Huahlne Trimble _00SST Quartz
R Davis,'IX Tdmble 4000SST Cesium

Ft. Davis.'rx TI-4100 Cesium

Goldstone, CA Rogue Hydrogen maser
Tm'_nbilla Australia Rogue Hydrogen maser

Madrid, Spain Rogue Hydrogen maser
Fairbaaks, AL Rogue Hydrogen
Umda. Japan Rogue Hydrogenmaser

4. MODELS AND REFERENCE FRAME

The satellite force and kinematic models are consistent with

the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) Standards
[McCarthy, 1989]. In particular, the Earth gravity field was
GEM-TI [Marsh et al., [988], firuncated to degree and order
g, and GM was adopted to be 398600.440 km3/s2 [Ries et al.,
1989]. The point mass perturbations of the Moon and the
Sun were included, with coordinates obtained from DE-200

[Standish et al., 1982]. General relativity was included, con-
sistent with the description given by Ries et al. [1988]. The
solid tide perturbation was included with the Love Number

k2 = 0.3. and the Honkasalo correction was accounted for.
Ocean tides were not included. Solid Earth fide corrections

to station c0jardinates were applied using h 2 = 0.609 and 12 =

0.0852, but ocean loading was not included. The nongravitao
tional force model included a y-bias component and the
ROCK4 solar radiation pressure model [Fliegel, et al, 1992].
The Earth orientation was consistent with the IERS Stan-

dards, including the short period variations in UT1 [Yoder et

al., 1981; McCarthy et al., 1989]. The polar motion and UT1
used in the analysis are given by Eanes et al. [1991] based on
analysis of Lageos SLR data.

As noted previously, the SWP Network sites are charac-
terized by island environments; thus the GPS receivers were
operated in moderate to high humidity conditions. The Chao
[1974] troposphere model, including both wet and dry com-
ponents, was used to correct the measurements. To accom-
modate variations that take place over the daily intervals of
receiver operation, a new zenith delay for the Chao model
was estimated every 2.5 hours for each site in the solution.

Water Vapor Radiometer (WVR) measurements were not
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collected because of the experience of other investigators
(for example, Dixon et al., 1991) that show results obtained
by estimating a zenith delay are comparable to results
obtained using WVR measurements.

Ionospheric corrections were applied using dual fre-
quency phase measurements. In addition, the satellite phase
center with respect to the satellite center of mass was x---0.21
m, y=0.0 m and z--0.854 m for the Block I satellites and
x=0.2794 In, y=0.0 m and z=1.0229 m for the Block II set,

as described in the spacecraft-fixed axes [Fliegel et al.,
1992].

The reference frame was based on Lageos SLR analyses
performed at UT/CSR. The technique used by Ray et al.
[1991] was used. The local geodetic ties between common
SLR and VLBI sites were used to determine a set of seven

origin translation, rotation and scale parameters. These

seven parameters were applied to the VLBI sites, thereby
maintaining their internal consistency, but adjusting them
into a center of mass reference frame defined by SLR. The

VLBI solution was GLB718 from Goddard Space Flight
Center [Ma et al., 1991] and the SLR solution was
CSR91L03 from UT/CSR [Fanes et al., 1991]. The local

surveys for the common sites were given by Ray et al. [1991]
and the SLR and VLBI coordinates were weighted accord-
ing to the information published with the respective solution.
After applying the seven parameter transformation, the RMS
differences between the Ig common sites was 15 nun in x,
29 nun in y and 31 mm in z at the selected reference epoch
of January 1, 1988. The individual site comparisons, after
application of the seven parameter transformation, are
shown in Table 5. The largest differences (Medicini, Shang-
hai and Canberra) are believed to be the result of weak solu-

tions or problems with local survey ties. Except as noted, the
transformed VLBI sites were usually used in this paper for
the fiducial coordinates, thereby maintaining the VLBI rela-
tive positioning for the GPS fiducial network.

The seven parametertransformation was applied to VLBI
sites of interest for the Southwest Pacific experiment sites, as
given in Table 4. The resulting coordinates for the reference

epoch were then mapped to the approximate mid-point of
Burst 1, day 199 in 1990, using site velocities measured by
the respective SLR or VLBI technique. It should be noted
that the velocities measured by both SLR and VLBI are in
good agreement with the plate motion models of DeMets et
al. [1990] for most of the sites of interest located at points
distant from the plate boundary. Furthermore, as noted in the
next section, all sites wittiin the Pacific basin were allowed

to adjust in order to diminish the direct influence of a pdod
plate motion on the SWP Network results.

The final step in the establishment of the reference frame
was the addition of the local GPS antenna vectors, given in
Table 6, to the VLBI/SLR coordinates mapped to July, 1990,
as described in the preceding paragraph. The resulting GPS
coordinates are given in Table 7. These coordinates were

used in fixed fiducial site experiments and for the evaluation
of fiducial coordinate estimation experiments. These coordi-
nates were applied throughout Burst 1 since the effects of
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TABLE 5

COORDINATEDIFFERENCESAFTER APPLICATION
OF ?-PARAMETER

TRANSFORMATION TO VLBI

ComparisonSite " SLR minus Adjusted VLBI (nun)
Dx Dy Dz

Weazell, Germany 17 -13 31
Grasse,France -10 21 -63
Medicini.Italy -48 g4 13
Gre_belt, Maryland -1 -15 4
Haystack,Massachusetts -12 -5 -11
Wesffofd,Massachus_ts -8 9 -16
Rlctunon_Florida -24 -29 2
PlalLeville,Colorado -7 -20 -18
McDonald Observatory,Texas -19 -30 57
R Davis,Texas -4 -49 30
MoJave,California -5 -20 40
MommmatPeak, California 5 59 27
Otay Mr.,Califomla 23 -43 -1
OwensValley,California 32 52 17
Quincy. California 14 -33 -52
Matd/Kaual.Hawaii -36 I -27
Shanghai,PRC -42 -71 2
Canberra, Australia -26 -I 18 2

WeightedRMS 15 29 31

plate motion over the one week experiment are negligible.

Both L1 andL2 phase data were used to obtain ionospher-
ically corrected measurements. The adopted Minimae L2

location was 15.5 nun below the L1 phase center (CSTG
GPS Bulletin v.2, no. 3). The Tdmble L2 location was

assumed to be 1.5 mm below the L1 phase center (adopted

by UNAVCO, based on information provided by R. Hyatt,
Trimble Navigation). The TI L2 location was 15 nun below

LI, based on experiments performed by Prescott et al.

[1989]. The Minimac and Tdmble values a_ee to less than

2 nun with anechoic chamber results obtained by Schupler
and Clark [ 1991 ]; however, the Schnpler results give 24 ram

for the TI aa_ana compared to 15ram obtained by Prescott.
The Dora-M_golin antenna used with the Rogue receivers

have an L1 location that is 22 mm below L2, as reported by
Schupler and Clark [ 1991 ].

5. PROCEDURES

A multi-day analysis strategy was adopted for the analyses

described in the following section. Such a strategy has been

successfully used in the analysis ofLageos SLR data [Tapley
et al., 1985; Smith et al., 1985] and with GPS data [Schutz et

al., 1990; Lichten et al., 1990]. For the analysis of the SWP-

90 data, an orbital arc length of one week was adopted span-
ning the complete GPS week 549. The data used in the anal-

ysis were double-differenced phase measurements, formed

between combinations of satellite pairs and receiver pairs, as

described by various investigators, including Remondi
[1984, 1985] and Bock et al. [1986].

As described by Bock et al. [1986], if L ground stations

simultaneously observe S satellites, there are (L-1)(S-1)
double difference combinations for which the observation-

state relationships are linearly independent, but correlated.
The technique used to transform the measurements into an

uncorrelated set was based on the Gram-Schrnidt Orthogo-

nalization [e.g., Remondi, 1984], which integrates well with

the least squares processing based on the square-root-free
Givens technique [Gentleman, 1973] used in MSODP and

IYI'OPIA. Additional information on the MSODP imple-
mentation is given by Ho [1990].

The estimated parameters included satellite-dependent

quantities, geodetic parameters and measurement parame-
ters. The satellite-dependent parameters were (for each sat-

ellite): six epoch (day 196) position and velocity
components, one scale parameter for the ROCK4 radiation

pressure, and two y-bias parameters. The geodetic parame-
ters included the three position components of each esti-

mated site position. The measurement parameters included a

troposphere zenith delay and double difference ambiguity

parameters. To accommodate a changing tropical environ-
ment, the zenith delay parameters were estimated at 2.5 hour

intervals for each site. Unless otherwise stated in the results

discussion, the a priori covarianee of the estimated parame-

ters was infinite; thus all estimated parameters were uncon-
strained in their adjustment.

6. RESULTS

Various experiments were conducted to evaluate the semi-

tivity of the results. The primary purpose of these experi-
ments was to examine the influence of the fiducial network

on the estimated baselines, particularly the influence of

adopted fixed sites and the number of sites. The specific

cases repotted in the following sections are:
• Nominal solution: this solution was based on all avail-

able data with five fixed sites.

• Alternate fiducial: this solution was based on an alter-
nate selection of fixed fiducial sites.

• Perturbed fiducial: this solution was based on the nomi-

nal solution, however, the fixed site coordinates were per-
turbed by 30 nun (one sigma) Ganssian distributed errors

that were introduced to reflect coordinate uncertainty.
• Reduced arc length: this solution was based on the use

of two ares of 3 day and 4 day duration instead of the single
7 day arc of the nominal solution.

• Reduced network: this solution was based on the use of

a subset of the complete data set, but with the same fixed

sites as the Alternate Fiducial Case. The purpose of this case

was to enable an assessment of the quality of the results that

can be expected from smaller fidueial and field networks,

similar to those used in the Southwest Pacific Experiments
in 1988 and 1989.

As discussed by Larsen and Agnew [1991], there have

been two approaches commonly used for the specification of
errors in network solutions. First, the formal solution stan-

dard errors are scaled so that the chi-squared errors equal
one and, second, the formal standard errors are ignored, but



TABLE H

VECTORS FROM VLBI/SLR TO GPS

VLBI/
SLR

Location Mark GPS Ref. Point x y z Reference *

Hobart 7242 bfmiMac LI 52453 17009 -25846 v.3#3
Mojave 7222 MiniMac L1 -44870 19372 -14394 v.2#3

RiclLmond 7219 MinlMac LI 51317 14361 5200 v.2#3
Tsulmba 7311 MiniMac L1 -20826 -46729 24241 v.2#3
Westfocd 7209 M_dac LI 26373 42091 32490 v.2#3
Weazdl 7224 MintMac L1 12450 90532 -40183 v.2#5
Kokee Pk 1311 Trimble LI 27637 -19161 44575 v.3#3

Omxal 7843 NM/C/106 277 -22257 -10423 B.Mu.'phy, 1991
Hua/flne 7123 RM-I -18477 5317 26307 C.Boucher, 1989
Onsala 7213 TI4100 LI 53512 -40270 .42446 v.2#3
Tromso 7602 TI4100 L1 37232 -32791 -6524 v.3#3

*Exce_ as noted, all referenc_ refer to the CSTG GPS Bulletin, published by NG$; fe¢ example, V.2#3 refers to Volume 2, Number 3.

Now..lhatx,y,z are the oomponoa_ of a vecto¢ from the VLBIISLR markto Ihe GPS reference point On millimeters).
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TABLE 7.

COMBINED VLBI/SLR FRAME: DAY 199, 1990

Site Rcf. x Y z

Hobart LI PC -3950184055 2522364524 .4311588685
Mojave LI PC -2356215716 -4646736529 3668456184

Richmond . L1 PC 961309571 -5674075641 2740538943

Wvstford LI PC 1492233184 -4458088370 4296047981

Wettzell L1 PC 4075552458 931825794 4801589116

Kokee Park LI PC -5543818255 -2054583236 2387858449

Ov_aJa LI PC 3370659644 711877210 5349788205

Tromso LI PC 2102905660 721613130 5958199963

Ft. Davis 7850 -1330007984 -5328391582 3236502694
Orto_ NM/C/106 -4446476590 2678104639 -3696261926
Huatdne RM-1 -5345885268 -2958242121 -1824597937

Note: x,y,z in mill_, PC dcno{_ phase o_ntet"

an estimate of the precision of the solution is obtained from

the scatter, or repeatability, of daily solutions (or some other
adopted time interval). In the latter case, the level of repea¢-
ability is a necessary condition, but not a sufficient condi-
tion, to estimate the accuracy of the solution. Such a test

reflects the level at which the dominant error sources repeat
from day to day. Still other approaches include the use of
covariance analysis or a systematic investigation of the influ-
ence of expected error sources on the estimates, which are

essentially equivalent under appropriate conditions. In this
paper, both the daffy scatter (repeatability) and numerical
experiments of the network estimate sensitivity to various
error sources were used to assess the quality of the results.

Additional evaluations were conducted by comparing
results with those determined by SLR and/or VLBI. Unfor-

tunately, no precise positioning results from these tech-
niques are available within the SWP Network from which

direct comparisons can be made and no definite plans exist
to deploy mobile SLR or VLBI to the area. In lieu of sites
within the SWP Network; the evaluation sites were in Aus-

tralia, the Central Pacific, North Ameriea and Europe. These
sites enabled evahations of the orbits in areas adjacent to the
SWP Network as well as at other, more distant locations.

6.1 Nominal Solution

The data from the fiducial network (Table 4), in combination
with the SWP Network data (Table 2), were used to deter-
mine the "nominal solution." From the combined fiducial
and SWP field sites, over 328,000 double-difference mea-
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surements were used in the nominal solution. These double

difference measurements were processed by MSODP in
which over 3000 parameters were simultaneously estimated.
The estimated parameters included over 1700 ambiguity
parameters, over 900 zenith delays, over 100 orbit-related
parameters and several hundred station coordinates. The

double difference measurements were weighted equally at
30 mm and the weighted RaMS of the double difference
residuals for the one week are was 27 ram.

In the nominal solution, the following five sites were fixed
to the values given in Table 7: Hobart, Mojave, Richmond,
Westford and Wettzell. All other site coordinates were esti-
mated, including daily values for all field sites and selected
global sites. The five sites chosen to be fixed in the nominal

solution provided good geographical distribution, a common
receiver type (Minlmac 2816 AT), and each site had a good
history of VLBI measurements. The transformation of the
VLBI coordinates into the SLR reference frame described in

"Models and Reference Frame" essentially maintained the
internal consistency of the VLBI coordinates since the scale
between SLR and VLBI was found to be small. With this set

of five fixed sites, only two sites were fixed on the boundary
of the Pacific basin (Hobart and Mojave); thus the SWP Net-

work was only very loosely influenced by the plate motion
characteristics introduced with the mapping of the fixed site

coordinates from the January 1988 epoch to Jdy 1990 using
the observed SLR or VLBI rates.

The estimated positions of the Trimble sites in the South-

west Pacific Network are given in Table 8, expressed in the
SLR/VI.,BI reference frame used to describe the fiducial sta-

tion coordinates (Fable 7). These coordinates are primarily
determined from baselines that extend from Australia to
Santo and Australia to Rarotonga, distances of 2900 km and
5100 kin, respectively. To the extent that the RMS scatter of

the daily solutions, or repeatability, can be regarded as a
measure of precision, the North/South components exhibit
the best precision, and the vertical component exhibits the
worst.

The nominal solution results for the relative positions
within the SWP Network are summarized in Table 9. This

table gives the relative baseline vectors in rectangular carte-
sian coordinates (xyz) for the 10 primary Trimble sites in the
SWP Network, including the RMS scatter in the respective
daily solutions, referred to here as "repeatability." The (xyz)

repeatability components were also transformed into a topo-
ceatric coordinate system (North, East, Up/Vertical), or
NEU, centered at the tip of the vector (i.e., the station iden-

tiffed in the second column). The repeatability statistics cor-
responding to Table 9 are as follows, assuming a linear

function of the form a + b L, where L represents the distance
between the two sites:

North: a = 5 ram, b = 3 ppb (parts per billion)
East: a = 25 mm, b = 9 ppb
Up: a=39 ram, b = 6ppb
Length: a= 24 mm, b = 6 ppb

These statistics are in general agreement with those
obtained in other networks (e.g., Kellogg et al., 1990; Dixon

et al., 1991; l_.arson and Agnew, 1991], although the individ-
ual values of the parameters a and b differ. Detailed compar-
isons with results obtained in other networks are
complicated by several factors, such as the location of the

network, the length of the baselines and the proximity of
fidueial sites. In the examples cited, only the CASA UNO
results of Kellogg et al. [1990] have similar lengths and an
equatorial location of the network. The Kellogg results
exhibit baseline repeatability of better than 30 ppb for lines
exceeding 1000 kin, and vertical repeatability of 40-60 mm

with a weak dependence on baseline length, comparing
favorably with the results given in Table 9. The results of
Freymueller [1992] from the CASA UNO experiment also
exhibit better repeatability in the North/South direction than

in the East-West direction. The North-South quality is asso-
ciated with the geometrical effect of the satellite motion

being somewhat parallel to the baseline, whereas the East-
West lines are more orthogonal to the motion.

Additional results, including results for local networks,
are given in Table 10. Although some of the sites are within

the re#on of the network, most of the sites are not part of the
main network; thus, these sites are not planned for regular
reoceupafion in future campaigns.

An assessment of the accuracy within the SWP Network

is limited by the absence of measurements made by other
high precision techniques such as VLBI or SLIL Neverthe-
less, comparisons can be made outside the SWP Network

which enable a partial evaluation of the orbit accuracy,
which in turn affects the accuracy of the SWP Network solu-
tions. Table 11 shows comparisons with VLBI and/or SLR
using the nominal solution results. Various error sources

potentially limit the use of the available external compari-
son, including 1.) accuracy of local surve),s, 2.) level of
agreement between SLR and VLBI and 3.) performance of
mixed receivers and antennas. Each of the eases shown in
Table 10 is worthy of additional discussion.

The Hobart-Orroral baseline shown in Table 11 exhibits
very similar characteristics to the difference shown in Table

5 for the comparison of SLR and VLBI. The comparison of
VLBI and SLR shown in Table 5 is based on the SLR at

Orroral and the VLBI at "l'idbinbilla, a distance Of approxi-
mately 26 knt The Table 5 (xyz) result is -26, dig and 2
ram, whereas the Table 11 result is -10, -120 and 56. These

independent results are remarkably consistent in the (x,y)-
components and suggest that the discrepancy between SLR
and the GPS result is not fin artifact of the GPS analysis.
Nevertheless, a more recent comparison of the SLR and
VLBI by Himwich et al.[1993] shows the Orroral-Tidbin-

billa discrepancy to be at the level of 60-70 ram, which is
still larger than the estimated standard error, but smaller than
the discrepancy in Table 5. No definite conclusion about an

apparent Orroral-Tidbinbilla discrepancy can be drawn at

this time. While the GPS solution was obtained using a
mixed receiver configuration (Minimac and Trimble), the

uncertainty in respective phase center locations is signifi-
cantly smaller than the observed discrepancy between SLR/

VLBI and GPS. In spite of the differences in the compo-



TABLE 8.

SWP-90 TRIMBLE NETWORK COORDINATES (mill|meters)
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Site # x y z

Rarotonga 7 -5583136633 -2054237436 -2292187986

W. Samoa 6 -6134394669 -860418930 -1514829459

Vava'u 7 -6012412242 -631999382 -2026504074
Tongatatm 7 -5930280626 -486629241 -2289337906
Niue 7 -5936927505 -1034874495 -2071944014

Niua_oputalm 6 -6097998306 -666372262 -1741074825

Vitl Lew 7 -6073527437 276501959 -1921630423
Vanua Levu 7 -6119100702 62728219 -1792700009
Lakeba 4 -6060201967 -129071351 -1978127707
Espiritu Santo 7 -5996538766 1361935340 -I 688098970

RMS Scatter of

Daily Solutions
N E U

7 27 59

4 25 96
8 43 100

13 39 103
11 42 84
I0 44 75

7 44 70
6 38 76
1 19 65

11 33 24

Site Geodcdc Latitude Longitude
(degrces-mln-sec) (degtces-mln-sec)

Rax_onga -21 12 4.46407 200 12 1.40340
W. Samoa -13 49 51.07726 187 59 3.48147

Vava 'u -18 38 51.98026 186 0 2.35456
Tongatapu -21 10 24.49999 184 41 27.91899

Niu¢ -19 4 54.70696 190 4 "30.64315
Niuatoputapu -15 56 48.13693 186 14 10.95994

VRI Levu -17 39 3.32677 177 23 36.11713

Vanua Levu -16 25 55.92235 179 24 45.60912
Lakeba -18 II 14.36881 181 13 12.40358
EspLHtuSanto -15 26 57.31117 167 12 14.55054

Hdg_
(mm)

16490
51774

179344
62290

87857
60739

86789
166865
112574

125161

Reference ellipsoid: R=6378137000 mm, I/f=298.257

# denotes the numb_ of daily solutions

N, E, U denotes Noah, East and Up/Vertical components
All coordinates refer to the geodeticmarker establlshe,d at each site.

nears, the 26 mm agreement in baseline length (30 ppb of the
baseline length) is compatible with the overall difference
betweenSLR andVLBI aswellastheprecisionestimateof
the SWP Network.

The Kokee Park-Huahine baseline comparison in Table 11
shows excellent agreement in all three components. This

particular case is the only one in Table 11 that uses compat-
ible receivers and antennas. On the other hand, the VLBI/

SLR comparison values are obtained from the VLBI coordi-
nates at Kokee Park (adjusted into the SLR reference frame
of Table 7) and SLR coordinates at Huahine. Furthermore,
neither Kokee Park or Huahine was fixed, whereas one site
was fixed for each of the other three cases given in Table 11.
The 8 mm difference in length, or 2 ppb, is a strong indica-

tion that very .good orbit quality has been achieved in the
Central Pacific.

The Mojave-McDonald Observatory baseline, while
exhibiting an agreement with SLR/VLBI at the 23 mm level
on a 1306 kin line (20 ppb), shows an anomalous height of

136 ram. This height discrepancy is not understood, but it
should be noted that this case represents a dissimilar mix of

• receivers and antennas.

The Wettzell-Onsala comparison was limited by SA since
the TI receiver at Onsala recorded at a 0.92 second offset

with respect to the Wettzell data. To expeditiously circum-
vent the SA problem, the baseline result for this case was
based only on six Block I satellites, thereby limiting the data
coverage and viewing geometry. Nevertheless, the GPS-
determined baseline lengq.h agrees with SLR/VLBI at 30
_n, or 30 ppb.

In summary, the length precision of the SWP Network
nominal solution, based on daily repeatability or scatter, is
estimated to be 24 mm plus 6 ppb of the baseline length.
Comparable precision was obtained in the East-West corn-

portent, but significantly better precision (5 mm plus 3 ppb
of baseline length) was obtained in the North-South compo-
nents. The vertical components showed 39 ram plus 6 ppb of

baseline length. Furthermore, the comparison with external
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Vector # x

RARO-VAVA
RARO-TGPU
RARO-WSAM
RARO-NIUE
RARO-NTPT
RARO-VrH
RARO-VANU
RARO-LLAU
RARO-SNTO
VAVA-TGPU
VAVA-WSAM
VAVA-NIUE
VAVA-NTFr
VAVA-VITI
VAVAoVANU

VAVA-LLAU

VAVA-SNTO

TGPU-WSAM
TGPU-NKm

TGI_-NTPT
TGPU-VITI

'rG'PU-VANU
TGPU-LLAU
TGPU-SNTO
WSAM-NIUE
WSAM-NTPT
WSAM-VITI
WSAM-VANU
WSAM-LLAU
WSAM-SNTO
NIUE-NTt:VF
NIUE-VITI
NIUE-VANU
NIUE-I.I_U

NIUE-SNTO
NIUA-VITI
NIUE-VANU
NIUA-LLAU

NTPT-$NTO
VITI-VANU
VITI-LLAU
VITI-SNTO
VANU-LLAU

VANU-SNTO
t.LAU-S_rrO

TABLE 9.

SWP-90 NETWORK:

Nominal Solution (millimeters)

y z L

7 -429275609 1422238053
7 -347143993 1567608195
6 -551258036 1193818506

7 -353790872 999362940
6 -514861673 1387865174
7 -490390804 2330739395
7 -535964068 2116965654
4 -477065334 1925166085
7 -413402133 3416172775

7 82131616 145370142
6 -121982427 -228419548
7 75484737 -422875113

6 -85586064 -34372880
7 -61115195 908501341

7 -106688459 694727601

4 -47789725 502928032

7 15873476 1993934722
6 -204114043 -373789689
7 -6646880 -568245255
6 -167717680 -179743021
7 -143246812 763131200
7 -188820076 549357459

4 -129921341 357557890

6 -66258141 1848564581
6 197467164 -194455566
6 36396363 194046668
6 60867232 1136920889
6 15293967 923147148
4 74192702 731347579
6 137855902 2222354270
6 -161070801 388502234
7 -136599932 1331376454
7 -182173196 1117602714

4 -123274462 925803145
7 -59611261 2416809835
6 24470869 942874221
6 -21102396 729100480
4 37796339 537300911

6 101459539 2028307602

7 -45573264 -213773740

4 13325470 -405573310
7 76988671 1085433381

3 58898735 -191799569
7 122561935 1299207121
4 63663201 1491006690

265683912

2850080
777358527
220243972
551113161

370557563

499487977

314060279

604089016

-262833832

511674_16

-45439940

285429249
104873652

233804065

48376367

338405104

774508447

217393892
548263081

367707483

496637897

311210199

601238936

-557114555

-226245366

-4O68OO964

-277870550

-463298248

-173269511

330869189

150313591
27924.4005

93816307
383845044

-180555598
-51625184

-237052882

52975855

128930414
-56497284

233531453

-185427698
104601039
290028737

RMS Scatter of

Daily Solutions
y z L

1509180761 57 29 19 25
1605587907 55 24 23 25
1527538650 68 36 10 28
1082774988 32 23 13 24
1579549936 41 33 14 31

2410423650 39 33 16 29

2240153857 45 35 18 32

2008105985 44 55 22 50

3493717403 24 41 26 38
311383531 17 13 15 9
573468495 38 26 15 17

431956126 37 21 13 21
299960540 31 15 14 6

916574185 49 40 16 38

740738286 39 42 18 36

507504420 41 48 15 46

2022509742 68 42 31 37
883880427 35 19 21 24
608446345 28 18 12 16
600857038 32 13 21 12
859126108 43 29 26 19

764261630 34 31 29 15
491506854 35 38 26 15

1945011416 68 34 43 22
622240207 47 32 13 15
300276157 40 23 8 16

1209041336 51 35 15 37

964181832 42 35 16 37

868918354 41 57 25 57

2233357355 75 20 22 22
535118873 32 21 15 17

1346780227 35 38 19 36

1166276174 33 44 21 40

938674361 46 61 23 58

2447827669 47 45 33 40
960318147 39 38 18 39

731230457 36 39 19 40

588485260 39 70 28 73
2031534446 51 34 22 32

253769947 16 20 4 19

409706262 23 23 8 23

1112937473 46 23 21 18
273202428 20 11 I0 8

1309160781 50 29 20 24
1520286362 39 21 24 22

RARO-Rarotonga
NIUE-Nlue
LLAU-La_ba

Not_:

VAVA-Vava'u

NTPT-Niuatoputaol m
SNTO-Espifitu Santo

WSAM-W. Samoa

VITI-Viti l.eve

#denotes the number of daily solutions

For the site combination A-B, the position vector is from A to B
No solutions have been edited

TGPU-Tcogatapu
VANU-Vanua Levu



Vector #

SAHT-CAPE 2

SANT-TASM 3

SANT-RATA I
VT_WALL 4

HOBA-TIDB * 3
HOBA-WELL * 6

TABLE 10.

OTHER BASELINES:

Nominal Solution (millimeters)

RMS Scatter of

Daily Solutions

x y z L x y z L

15844527 44484489 -19372156 51041152 6 4
11927696 30353386 -17150435 36847461 17 2
7232244 10920081 -16428550 21010730

-121826720 -690307785 467472314 842553827 I0 45

*510803860 159997702 636962156 832009998 28 61

-830464717 -2085857511 126148175 2248641049 18 47

7 8
8 1

4 37

31 8
21 42
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SANT-Esptdm Santo
RATA-Santo/Ratard
HOBA-Hobart

* denotes one day was edited

TASL.-Santofrasmalum
VTIL-Vid I.,¢vu
TIDB-Tidbinbina

Tidbinbilla and Wellington coot'dlnaw_ ref_ to lom3sphedcally corrected phase center.

CAW_Ltsbm
WALL-WMlls

WELL-Wellington

TABLE 11.

COMPARISONS WITH SLITJVLBI: NOMINAL SOLUTION (millimeters)

x y z L

Hobart(M'mlnmc)- Orrofal(Trimblc)

GPS *496292525 155740235 615326703 805722187
SLR/VLBI *496292535 155740115 615326759 805722213

Difference (xyz) -10 -120 56

Difference (NEU) 15 108 -76

Kokce Park(Tdmbk:) -Huahine(Tflmbl¢)

GPS i9793295s

SLR/VLBI 197932987
-903658877
-903658885

-4212456398
-4212456386

Difference (xyz) 31

Difference (NEtD 5

Mojavc(Minlnmc) - McDonald Obs.(Trimbte w/TI anterma)

-8

22
12

-26

26

4312837317
4312837309

-8

GPS 102 6207742 -681654943 -431953572 1305503611

SLR/VLBI 1026207732 -681655053 -431953490 1305503634

Difference (xyz) -10 -110 82
Difference (NEU) 15 17 136

548199086

548199089

Wettzell(Minimac) - Onsala(TI)

GPS

SLR/VLBI

-704892878
-704892814

Diffcrmce (xyz) 64 -70 3
Difference (NEE) -39 -81 29

23

919659478
919659448

3O

NOtC: Differenceisfomw._as(SI..R/VLBI)minus (GPS)
The SLR/VLBI vcctot'sarcconsistent with Table 7
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determinations suggests that the precision estimates are
indicative of the accuracy.

6.2 Alternate Fidudal Network

The same data set used for the nominal solution was pro-
cessed with an alternate selection of fixed fiducial sites. Four

fixed sites were chosen for this experiment On'oral, Mojave,
Westford and WettzelL The primary difference between the
"alternate fiducial" and the nominal fiducial cases is the use

of the SLR site at Orroralinstead of the VLBI site at Hobart,
two sites that are separated by 806 kin. The reasons for con-
ducting this experiment were twofold. F'wst,the Orroral site
was occupied in 1988 and the Hobart site was not yet
installed. Second, there was concern that the 120 nun dis-

crepancy between SLR and VLBI coordinates for Orroral
(Fable 5) could influence the SWP Network results at a com-
parable leveL The other difference between the alternate
fiducial and the nominal fiducial cases concerns Richmond,
which was not fixed in the alternate fiducial case. This aspect

of the alternate fidueial ease was an attempt to mitigate the
effect of Richmond on the solution, motivated primarily by
the sparse amount of data available in 1988 from this site.

Using the coordinates given in Table 7 for the four sites
chosen to be fixed, the results from the alternate fiducial case
have similar characteristics to those from the nominal fidu-

clal ease. In particular, the repeatability parameters for a + b
L are:

North: a = 5 ram, b = 4 ppb
East: a = 25 ram, b= 9 ppb
Up: a = 38 ram, b = 7 ppb
Length: a = 24 ram, b = 6 ppb.

Comparison of the baseline vectors between the nominal
and the alternate fiducial solutions shows the following sta-
tistics (mean and standard deviation) for the 45 baselines:
North (15t:13 nun), East (13:1:10 ram), Up (16:1:12 ram),
Length (-11+12 nun). Individual baselines differ between

the two solutions at a level that is generally bounded by the
repeatability of the nominal solution in Table 9. Some excep-
tions to this statement exist; namely, the z-component of the
fines involving Rarotonga show differences that are a factor
of two times greater than the nominal solution repeatability.
However, the baseline length differences are significantly
smaller than the nominal solution repeatability.

In summary, the results of the alternate fiducial case
exhibit similar repeatability to the nominal fidueial case and

the two cases differ by values approximately bounded by the
daily scatter in both solutions. Consequently, the apparent
discrepancy of the Australian fiducial stations has not influ-

enced the SWP Network results at a comparable magnitude.

mm. This difference could be caused by a variety of error

sources, even though the internal consistency of the respec-
tive techniques is better than 30 mm. Since all of the three
fixed sites could be in error, an experiment was conducted to
evaluate the .propagation of possible errors into the SWP
Network. Assuming the 30 mm difference between SLR and
VLBI is indicative of the level of error in the fixed sites, per-
turbations to the fixed coordinates were generated using a
Gaussian distribution with 30 mm standard deviation. The

resulting perturbations that were added to the respective five
nominal fiducial stations are given in Table 12. With the set
of perturbed coordinates, the same data set used for the nom-
inal solution was reprocessed.

The repeatability of the 45 baselines in the SWP Network
were essentially identical to the nominal fiducial case. When
the two sets of vector baselines are compared, the mean and
standard errors are subeentimeter for all components, with
the largest standard error in the vertical (7 mm). The longer
baseline lengths changed by a maximum of 11 mm (Raro-

tonga/W. Samoa), and the overall length statistics for mean
and standard error are -4 mm and 5 mm, respectively. Exam-
ination of individual differences between the perturbed fidu-
eial solution and the nominal solution shows differences

between the two solutions that are bounded by the nominal
solution repeatability in Table 9.

In summary, the experiment with a perturbed set of fixed
fiducial stations agrees with the nominal fiducial solution
within the daily repeatability or scatter, assuming a 30 mm
standard deviation for the perturbation in the experiment.
While this is only one ease from a very large possible sam-
pie, the random nature of the introduced perturbations and
the expectation that the introduced perturbation is indicative
of the actual errors, the result provides additional support
that the daily repeatability of the nominal solution is a mea-
sure of the solution precision

TABLE12.

PERTURBATIONSTOFIDUCIALCOORDINATES:

PERTURBED FIDUCIAL CASE (millimeters)

STATION x y z

Hobart -28 -10 57

Mojave -35 28 -64

Wesfford -12 21 -51

Richmond -10 -24 6

Wettzell 43 17 -42

6.4 Reduced ArcLength

6.3 Perturbed Fiducial Network

In both the nominal fiducial and the altemate fiducial cases,
Mojave, Westford and Wettzell were fixed at the same val-

ues. As noted in Table 5, the overall agreement between SLR
and VLBI in a common reference frame is at the level of 30

It is widely acknowledged that data intervals of short dura-
lion, referred to as short arcs, are influenced at a smaller

level by model errors, especially force models. While this
expectation contains some merit, it also contains some diffi-
culties since an arc length that is too short may not allow
adequate separation of some dynamical parameters. With



these considerations, a series of arcs with a shorter duration

than the nominal solution were computed. These arcs
included durations of two, three and four days, with the two-
day and three-day eases conducted with the first three days
of Week 549 and the four day arc performed using the last
four days of the week. Since small differences were
observed between the two and three day arcs, only the results
from the three day are are given here.

The results from a three-day are computed with the first
three days of Week.549 and a four-day are computed with
the last four days of Week 549 were combined into a single

baseline solution. For these arcs, a single y-bias parameter
for each satellite was estimated in each of the arcs. Although
two y-bias parameters for each satellite were estimated in the
nominal solution, the fundamental difference is that the

reduced are length solutions allow for independent orbits
between the three and four day arcs, whereas the nominal
solution was a single, corltinuous arc for seven days.

The combined solution, based on the combination of the

three and four day arcs, differs from the nominal solution by
the following statistics (mean and standard deviation) com-
puted from the 45 baselines vectors shown in Table 9: North
(4:t:3mm), East (655 nun), Up (17+12 nun) and Length (5+
7 nun). These differences are within the precision estimates
(repeatability) of the nominal solution. In addition, the
repeatability of the combined three and four day solution is:

North: a = 4 nun, b = 3 ppb
East: a= 18 ram, b = 5 ppb
Up: a=32 ram, b= 5 ppb
Length: a = 19 mm, b = 2 ppb

Comparison of individual vector baseline differences with
the nominal solution shows that all are bounded by the
repeatability given in Table 9, with the exception of the Viti
Levu/Lakeba baseline in which the differences in the x- and

z-components exceed the repeatability by a factor of two.
In summary, a solution based on the combination of

results from a three-day and a four-day arc, with an overlap
between the two arcs, exhibits slightly better repeatability
than the nominal solution which was based on a single, con-
tinuous seven-day are. Nevertheless, the differences between
the baseline vectors computed from the reduced arc length
and those from the nominal solution (Table 9), are generally
within the precision estimate (repeatability) of both solu-

tions. This result also suggests that the repeatabifity of the
ease selected to represent the "nominal solution" may be a
conservative estimate of precision. It should also be noted
that a global fiducial network was'used in the solution, rather

than the commonly used fiducial network at the periphery of
the field network. The use of a global fiducial network was
motivated by the long baselines in the field network (approx-
imately 1500 km) and the expectation that long-wavelength
orbit errors should be controlled for such baselines. As a

consequence of these considerations, it is expected that the
orbit errors from a global network will be better controlled
than the peripheral fiducial network.
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6.5 Reduced Fiducial Network

As noted in Table 2, some network sites were observed in

1988 and 1989. Comparison of the baseline results from
these sites (Rarotonga, Tongatapu, Vava'u and W. Samoa)
between the respective years is expected to yield estimates

of the relative motion. In both 1988 and 1989, the global
fiducial network was significantly reduced in size from the

1990 network given in Table 4. In addition, only the four pri-
mary sites in the Southwest Pacific Network were observed.
The 1990 data set offers the opportunity to evaluate the influ-
ence of the expanded global network as compared to a net-

work of reduced size, thereby evaluating the robustness of
the regional network solution. As a consequence, this exper-
iment was conducted in an attempt to closely duplicate the
1988 tracking confi_mtion using the 1990 data set and to
compare the results with the nominal solution. However, no
attempt was made to use a reduced satellite constellation,
i.e., 1988 had only seven Block I satellites available, but
1990 had a total of 13 satellites.

For this experiment, the following global fiducial sites
were chosen: Orroral, Mojave, Wesfford, Wettzell, Rich-
mond and Onsala, with the first four sites fixed to the coor-

dinates given in Table 7 and corresponding to the selected
fixed sites in the alternate fiducial network case in this paper.
Orroralwas used in this experiment as a fixed site because it
was the only Australian site available in 1988. The SW'P
Network sites were Rarotonga, Tongatapu, Vava'u and W.
Samoa. The case produced approximately 137,000 double
difference measurements which were fit using the same
seven day strategy that was used for the nominal solution
and the alternate fiducial solution. The RMS of the double

difference residuals was 30 ram, slightly higher than the
nominal solution. The reduced network solution, including

the daily repeatability, is given in Table 13. The daily repeat-
abilities are:

North: a --6 ram, b = 3 ppb
East: a= 16 mm, b =5 ppb
Up: a=38 nun, b = 23 ppb
Length: 9 nun, b = 13 ppb.

Direct comparison of the (xyz) components between Table
9 and Table 13 show differences that are within the RMS

scatter of the nominal solution, except for the z-component
of the Rarotonga components. Furthermore, comparison of
the reduced network case with the results from the alternate

network case show differences that are bounded by the Table
9 RMS scatter in all components, a result that is presumably
related to the fact that the fixed fiducial network is the same
for both cases.

In summary, a solution based on a reduced fiducial and
SWP networks produces results that differ from the nominal
solution by values that are within the Table 9 RMS scatter.

As in the alternate fiducial case, the exception is the z-com-

ponent of the Rarotonga lines which exceeds the repeatabil-
ity by a factor of two. The conclusions drawn in the alternate
fiducial network case apply similarly to this case; further-
more, comparison of the reduced network case with the
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TABLE 13.

REDUCED NETWORK SOLUTION (millimeters)

Baseline # x Y z L

RARO-VAVA 7 -.429275580 1422238067 265683944

RARO-TGPU 7 -347143970 1567608210 2850116

RARO-WSAM 6 -551257979 1193818513 777358565

VAVA-TGPU 7 82131611 145370144 -262833828

VAVA-WSAM 6 -121982399 -228419544 511674621

TGPU-WSAM 6 -204114009 -373789697 774508449

RARO-Ramtonga VAVA-Vava'u WSAM-W. Samoa

Nolcs.- # denotes the number of daily solutions

Fo¢ tbe site combination A-B undc_ =Baseline'. Ihe vector is from A to B
No solutions have been edited

RMS Scatter of

Daily Solutions

x y z L

1509180771 53 30 18 24

1605587917 53 29 27 27

1527538654 72 34 18 25

311383527 25 21 18 I0

573468496 47 31 14 11

883880424 45 l0 20 18

TGPU-Tongatapu

alternate network case shows differences that are bounded

by the daily RMS scatter in all components.

7.CONCLUSIONS

Several experiments were conducted with the 1990 Burst 1

data of the Southwest Pacific GPS Project to provide an
assessment of the robustness of the solution, as well as the
precision and accuracy of the geodetic results. Based on 45

possible baselines between 10 primary sites with Trimble
receivers, with baselines ranging from 253 km to 3594 km,

a nominal solution was presented in which the full set of glo-
bal fiducial and project area data were processed in a simul-

taneous solution. The results show that the daily
repeatability, defined as the RMS scatter of the daily solu-
tions at each site of the 45 baselines, can be characterized by
the commonly adopted linear function of the form a + b L,

where L is the baseline length, with a=24 mm and b=6 ppb
for the length. Similar values in the East component and
smaller values in the North-component were obtained. Since
no baselines within the SWP Network have been measured

by other techniques, such as VLBI and SLR, a direct assess-
meat of the accuracy of the 45 baseline estimates cannot be

made. However, receivers were operated at other sites, both
in the Pacific and elsewhere, that aid an assessment of the

accuracy. Four baselines were compared with SLR and
VLBI, all of which gave results that are consistent with the

SWP Network horizontal repeatability, with the best aga'ee-
ment being achieved on the Kokee Park to Huahine baseline
in the Central Pacifc, adjacent to the SWP Network.

Other experiments that were conducted include an alter-

nate selection of fixed fiducial sites, perturbing the fixed
fiducial coordinates by an amount consistent with VLBI/

SLR comparison statistics, using shorter arc lengths and
using a reduced set of global fiducial and network data. The

respective daily repeatability of each experiment was ana-
lyzed and each experiment was compared to the nominal
solution. With a small number of exceptions, the differences
between each experiment and the nominal solution were

within the repeatability of the nominal solution, thus sup-
porting the notion that the repeatability is a measure of pre-
cision. Furthermore, the comparisons with SLR and VLBI
suggest that the accuracy of the solution is consistent with
the estimate of precision.

With the numerical experiments performed to evaluate the
sensitivity of the results to potential error sources, it has been

found that the effect of these error sources is almost always
smaller than the one-sigma scatter in the daily solutions. The
observed level, however, is usually larger than the formal
standard error, which is the result of remaining unmodeled
effects. Such model errors produce systematic errors that are

not accommodated in the estimation process. From the point
of view of random errors based on the five or more individ-

ual daily solutions for each baseline, the one-sigma scarer
interval exceeds the formal 95% confidence interval for ran-

dom error. The one-sigma scatter level from the daily solu-
tions was adopted as the nominal 95% confidence interval on
total error, based on the analysis that the combination of both
random and systematic errors in the baseline solutions will
be bound by the one-sigma scatter about 95% of the time.

Comparison of the remits in this paper with those
obtained from the smaller campaigns conducted in 1988 and

1989, as well as future campaigns, will provide estimates of
relative motions between Rarotonga on the Pacific Plate and

sites in the vicinity of the Tonga Trench. Rarotonga is a key
site for these comparisons with the earlier data, and mea-



surements were presented in this paper to demonstrate that

the local geodetic stability of Rarotonga over the period
from 1988 to 1990 is at the centimeter level. Hence, local

motions will not be a factor in the geophysical interpretation

of the year-to-year comparisons.
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CSR Results from IGS and EPOCH-92

B. Schutz, P. Abusali, M. Watkins "

This paper summarizes the participation of the University of Texas/Center
for Space Research (UT/CSR.) in the IGS campaign of June 21 to September

21, I992. The models and parameters used in the regular operations during
the IGS are documented. An adjustment to the reference frame and a new

polar motion series were derived in a post-campaign analysis mode and
preliminary investigations into orbit effects have been conducted. The IGS
data and orbits were used to support network solutions during EPOCH-92.

OPERATIONS DURING IGS

The solution approach used explicit double difference ionospherically corrected phase mea-

surements. One-day arcs were used throughout tile campaign in which the GPS position

and velocity vectors at 00:00 GPS time of each day were estimated, along with daily pole

position, selected stations, GPS y-bias and scale parameter for ROCK,l, 2.5 hour zenith
delays for each station and double difference ambiguity parameters.

The reference frame used for operations during tile campaign was based on the VLBI refer-

ence frame (GSFC GLB-718; Ma et al., 1991) translated, rotated and scaled into tile SLR

reference frame (UT/CSR 91 L 03; Eanes et al., 1991). The local ties between SLR, VLBI

and GPS were taken from Boucher and Altamimi (1992). In the regular solutions," tile fol-

lowing Rogue sites were held fixed: Algonquin, Goldstone, Fairbanks, Kauai, Hartebeestoek,

Onsala, Pinyon, Wettzell and Yaragadee. The following Rogue sites were adjusted: Kootwijk,

Kourou, Madrid, Mas Palomas, McMurdo, Ny Alesund, Santiago, St. Johns, Tahiti, Taiwan,

Tidbinbilla, Usuda, and Yellowknife. The following codeless receivers were used regularly

after Anti-Spoofing was activated on August 1: Hobart, Mojave, Townsville and Wellington.

Solutions were performed for Day 173 (Week 650) through Day 259 (Week 662), except
for some AS days. Solutions were performed on the following days when AS was activated:

Days 214-216 and Day 221. Tile solutions generally Used all Block-I and Block-II satellites;

furthermore, PRN 26 was included for the first time in Week 659. Apparent thrusts or other

anomalies occurred from time to time and these satellites were excluded from the solution
on the day of occurrence.

The IERS Standards (McCarthy, 1992) were generally followed. UT1 was not estimated and

the Lageos-SLR series was used in the GPS solutions. The software used was the TEXGAP
set of programs.

"all at Center for Space Research, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712
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ADJUSTED REFERENCE FRAME AND POLAR MOTION

A 54-day subset from Weeks 650-662 was used to determine the site positions of all sites,

ex_:ept Wettzell, Kauai and Fairbanks, which were held fixed. In addition, daily GPS position

and velocity vectors, force model y-bias and ROCK4 scale, x and y pole position, 2.5 hour

zenith delay and ambiguity parameters were estimated. The resulting solution was reported

by Watkins et al. in IGS Electronic Report No. 16. A comparison of ITRF91 to the resulting

coordinates shows an RMS difference in the adjusted stations of 13 mm in x, 29 mm in y

and 43 mm in z. After removing a bias in the x and y polar motion series, the weighted

RMS of the new GPS series with respect to the Lageos-SLR series was 0.71 milliarcseconds

in x and 0.59 milliarcseconds in y.

Experiments with estimating diurnal and semi-diurnal polar motion and dUT1 were per-

formed using one day arcs. The resulting series for dUT1 shows good agreement with Lageos-

derived series (results to be presented at Spring 1993 AGU by M. Watkins).

ORBIT ANALYSIS

Although one-day arcs were used for the operational activities, longer arcs were used to

investigate the fidelity of the force and kinematic models. These longer arcs included a 7-

day continuous orbital arc with estimation of sub-arc daily polar motion. With a 7-day arc

spanning Week 651, each day contained 19-20 of the previously identified station set and

contributed about 17,000 to 19,000 double difference measurements at a 2-min interval. For

comparison with the 7-day arc, the operational one-day arcs produced double difference

RMS values of approximately 12 mm to 18 mm.

Several 7-day arcs were studied, each of which used a different set of estimated parameters.

Two cases are presented here:

Case 1) 7-day arc with 12-hr sub-arc parameters of ROCK4 scale and y-bias, daily sub-arc

polar motion

Case 2) 7-day arc with empirical once per orbital revolution along track and cross track

forces in which amplitude and phase were estimated as daily sub-arc parameters; daily

sub-arc polar motion estimated

Approximately 5000 parameters were simultaneously estimated for each case. The double

difference RMS of fit for Case 1 was 34 mm and the fit for Case 2 was 14 mm, approxi-

mately equivalent to the one-day arc fits. The higher RMS for Case 1 is one indicator of

problems with the modeling, presumably errors in the nongravitational modeling are the

major contributor. Evidence to support this presumption can be drawn from SLR analyses

of the Etalon satellites which have an altitude similar to GPS (except they are not in deep

resonance like GPS). Tile Etalon satellites are spherical with low area-to-mass ratios. The

ability of the empirical models to absorb model errors is indicated by the RMS of Case 2.

EPOCH-92

The data and the orbits for Weeks 653-654 were used to support analyses of a Trimble SST

network operated in the Southwest Pacific by M. Bevis et al. This network spans the Tonga
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Trench and extends to the New Hebrides and includes baselines ranging in length from a

few hundred kilometers to 3500 km. The daily repeatability in baseline length (L) for Days

196-203 (just prior to EPOCH-92), represented by a + b L, was a = 9.7 mm and b =

1.3 ppb. Preliminary solutions during EPOCH-92, which included several AS days, tended

to produce higher noise in the double differences by a factor of two. These preliminary

solutions suggest some degradation in the network solutions caused by AS effects on the

global network, however, the analysis is incomplete and a definitive statement cannot yet

be made.
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